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Abstract
Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to test whether work engagement can be predicted by two core
dimensions, energy and involvement, both at the individual and team levels.
Design/methodology/approach – Based on the circumplex model of affective well-being (Russell,
1980), the authors propose the work engagement grid and collect data on individual and team work
engagement (TWE) from two different samples (n ¼ 1,192 individuals).
Findings – Results show a significant positive relationship between the individual engagement grid and
individual work engagement. However, only the energy dimension significantly predicted TWE.
The authors also provide evidences for the relationship between the engagement grid and related variables
(e.g. adaptive performance, team cohesion, satisfaction), and show that the combination of energy and
involvement present smaller correlations with those variables than the complete engagement scales.
Research limitations/implications – Data were collected from simulation samples, therefore
generalization of the findings must be done with caution. The findings allow for developing a brief
measure of work engagement, particularly useful for longitudinal or diary study designs.
Practical implications – When teams are the work unit, the displays of energetic behaviors ought to
be fostered in order to boost collective engagement.
Originality/value – The authors add to the existing literature on work engagement, concluding that
individual and team-level work engagement have structural differences between them, with the
collective construct being dependent on external manifestations of energy, and that individual work
engagement needs a cognitive component of absorption in order to foster performance.
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Introduction
In the last decade, the scientific literature has validated the importance of considering
work engagement for many relevant outcomes such as employees’ performance
(e.g. Demerouti and Cropanzano, 2010), leaders’ creativity and charisma (e.g. Bakker
and Xanthopoulou, 2013) and well-being (e.g. Bakker and Leiter, 2010), both at the
individual and at the team level (e.g. Salanova et al., 2003; Costa et al., 2014b). Most of
the research on work engagement at the individual level validated its three-factor
structure, composed by vigor, dedication and absorption (e.g. Bakker and Leiter, 2010).
At the team level, however, this three-factor structure has not been found in some
studies (Costa et al., 2014a), where those factors collapse into a single dimension.
The dimensionality of the construct may, therefore, distinguish it between levels.
Indeed, as team work engagement (TWE) is defined as an emergent phenomenon
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(Kozlowski and Chao, 2012), it will develop from team members’ interaction. On the
contrary, individual work engagement is defined as an individual state of work-related
well-being and therefore does not need any external manifestation to develop. It is
likely, therefore, that the key theoretical dimensions of work engagement weigh
differently at the individual and team levels.
What is more, some authors suggest that, to the extent that work engagement can be
conceptualized as the antipode of job burnout, there are two main dimensions common to
both constructs: an energy continuum (from exhaustion to vigor) and an involvement
continuum (from cynicism to dedication) (Schaufeli and Bakker, 2004, 2010; González-Romá
et al., 2006). To our knowledge, this proposition has not yet been empirically tested.
The main goal of the present study is to test whether work engagement can be
predicted by these two dimensions. Simultaneously, this study aims at exploring the
construct at both the individual and team levels’ and at unveiling what can structurally
distinguish them. Our work contributes to the literature on employee engagement in
two different ways. First, it tests a theoretical proposal related to two core engagement
dimensions; and second, it explores whether they behave differently across levels.
Theoretical background
Work engagement is a positive, fulfilling, affective-motivational state of work-related
well-being (Leiter and Bakker, 2010). In the last ten years, many studies have
demonstrated its importance for both the performance and the well-being of employees
(Halbesleben, 2010). For example, Schaufeli et al. (2008), in a study of middle managers,
found that work engagement was related to working extra hours, job satisfaction, as well
as good social functioning and positive health. Also, Bakker (2009) reports that engaged
employees are self-efficacious individuals who actively act in order to influence events
that are relevant for their lives. They are characterized by high energy and activity levels
and by a positive attitude that allows them to create their own positive feedback and
recognition. Work engagement has also important consequences for organizational
outcomes (Schaufeli and Bakker, 2010), such as organizational commitment, personal
initiative or extra-role behavior. For example, Salanova and Schaufeli (2008) in a study of
a Spanish (n ¼ 386 technology employees) and a Dutch (n ¼ 338 telecom managers)
samples found that work engagement mediated the relationship between job resources
and proactive behavior and that this relationship was invariant across countries.
Work engagement is predicted by the existence of job resources, defined as physical,
psychological, social or organizational aspects of the job that may be functional in
achieving work goals, help reduce job demands and the associated physiological and
psychological costs, and that stimulates personal growth and development (Bakker and
Demerouti, 2007). Examples of job resources are job control, feedback, autonomy,
variety and social support.
The relevance of work engagement is also found at the team level of analysis. TWE
is defined as a shared and emergent state of work-related well-being (Costa et al.,
2014b). The distinction between individual and TWE is patent in this definition:
first, whereas individual work engagement describes the perceptions of one individual
about his or hers level of engagement, TWE represents a commonly held perception of
the engagement of the team as a whole. Therefore, team members must agree on their
perception of the collective level of engagement; second, it is an emergent state
(Kozlowski and Klein, 2000) that, by definition, describes cognitive, motivational and
affective states of teams and depends on the interaction between team members.
The theoretical model of TWE highlights the relevance of affect management,
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motivation building and conflict management processes for its emergence (Costa et al.,
2014b), whereas individual work engagement predictors are studied under the job
demands-resources model (Demerouti et al., 2001).
Empirical work on TWE reported evidences for the positive association between
TWE and variables such as task and team performance, collective positive affect,
efficacy beliefs and individual-level work engagement (e.g. Salanova et al., 2003;
Bakker et al., 2006; Torrente et al., 2012). Despite the theoretical differences between
levels, the rationale behind the studies on TWE is that the team-level construct is
equivalent to the individual level One on its function (as a mediator between certain
resources and outcomes) and also on its dimensions (Costa et al., 2014b). Therefore,
researchers tend to assume that the core dimensions of engagement are the same across
levels: vigor, dedication and absorption.
Following the last decade’s empirical research on engagement, two theoretical
developments have been put forward. First, Bakker and Oerlemans (2011) have suggested
that work engagement can be positioned in the circumplex model of affective well-being
(cf. Figure 1). This model was proposed by Russell (1980) and its basic premise is that
affective states depend on two different neurophysiological systems that determine each
emotion. Contrary to the perspective of discrete emotions (e.g. Ekman, 1973), Russell’s two
systems are best represented as two continua: a pleasure-displeasure axis and an arousal
axis. For example, feeling irritated results from a combination of a high activation and
unpleasant emotions, whereas feeling content results from the opposite combination:
pleasant emotions and low activation. Work engagement is represented in the upper right
quadrant of the circumplex model – a highly active and pleasant state.
The second conceptual development concerns engagement’s core dimensions.
Bakker et al. (2011) acknowledged that engagement has two core dimensions – energy
and involvement. In 2003, Schaufeli and Bakker (2003) had proposed a three
dimensional structure of work engagement, characterized by vigor (high levels of
energy while working), dedication (being strongly involved in one’s work, experiencing
a sense of enthusiasm) and absorption (being fully concentrated in one’s work).
HIGH
ACTIVATION
Excited
Enthusiastic

Agitated
Hostile
Irritated

WORK
ENGAGEMENT

Angry
Tense

Happy
Pleased
PLEASANT

UNPLEASANT

Dejected

Content

Lethargic

Figure 1.
Work engagement
within the
circumplex model
of affect

Energized

Relaxed
Calm
Tranquil

Fatigued
Gloomy
Sad
LOW
ACTIVATION

Source: Adapted from Bakker and Oerlemans (2011)
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Different conceptualizations had also been proposed in the literature. For example,
Maslach (1999) defines engagement by other three dimensions, opposite to those of
burnout: energy, involvement and efficacy. Nonetheless, two broad dimensions of
engagement seem to have gathered the consensus of researchers: energy and
involvement/identification (Schaufeli and Bakker, 2004, 2010; González-Romá et al.,
2006). Empirically, the three-factor structure was not found in some samples, at the
team (Costa et al., 2014a) and individual (Shimazu et al., 2008; Sonnentag, 2006) levels.
What is more, the three dimensions of the scale consistently show strong correlations
between them as high as 0.80 or 0.90 between the latent factors (Schaufeli and Bakker,
2010), demonstrating that the three proposed dimensions are very closely related. As a
consequence, Schaufeli et al. (2006) recommend the use of the total score in UWES as an
indicator of engagement, instead of analyzing the three dimensions separately.
Theoretically, then, “work engagement is a distinct psychological construct that
consists of two core dimension energy and identification” (Bakker et al., 2011, p. 9).
This proposal was developed for the individual level of analysis, and to our knowledge,
no attempts have been made to consider those two dimensions as the determinants of the
construct at the team level. Considering that TWE’s existence depends on a shared
perception of the collective level of engagement, and that it is rooted on individuals’
interaction, team members need to rely on observable cues from others to infer that
collective level, i.e., there is the need to consider more proximal antecedents of TWE in terms
of behavioral expression. Energy is clearly demonstrated by behavioral indicators such as
pace of speed or tone of voice, and therefore, should be one of the touchstones for evaluating
the team’s level of engagement. In what involvement is concerned, observable indicators
could be less obvious. Nonetheless, talking enthusiastically about their tasks, discussing
task-related issues during breaks or working overtime with eagerness can provide the
necessary hints to infer whether or not the team, as a whole, is involved with their work.
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The present study
Considering that, to our knowledge, there is no measure that encompasses both energy
and identification/involvement, we developed an alternative one, based on the two
theoretical developments already described. Our proposal (cf. Figure 2) reflects the two
core dimensions of energy and involvement. The energy dimension is represented by the
vertical axis (from high energy to low energy or exhaustion); the horizontal axis
I/we feel energetic when I
am/we are working but I
am/we are not enthusiastic
about my/our work

High energy

I/we feel energetic when
I am/we are working and
I am/we are enthusiastic
about my/our work

Low involvement

High involvement

I/we do not feel energetic
when I am/we are working
and I am/we are not
enthusiastic about my/our
work

I/we do not feel energetic
when I am/we are working
but I am/we are
enthusiastic about my/our
work

Low energy

Figure 2.
Work engagement
grid
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represents the involvement dimension (from low involvement to high involvement).
The circle was transformed into a grid, where respondents signal with a cross the place
that best describes their work-related state in a given timeframe. The grid emerges, then,
from the crossing of the two axis, each with eight points, and is therefore composed of 64
possibilities for answers. We have opted for an eight-point scale in order to, in future
studies, be able to define four quadrants, and to position work engagement in the upper
right one, as defended by Bakker and Oerlemans (2011). In the extreme of each quadrant,
a brief description of what it represents is provided (e.g. in the lower right corner,
representing low activation and high involvement: “I/we do not feel energetic when I am/
we are working but I am/we are enthusiastic about my/our work”):
H1a. The interaction between energy and involvement is positively related to work
engagement.
H1b. The interaction between collective energy and collective involvement is
positively related to TWE.
If the two core dimensions of the grid capture the essence of the construct, it is expected
that measuring individual engagement both with UWES and with the work
engagement grid will reflect similar relationships between this and other constructs.
The same reasoning is applied to TWE: we expect that the value of engagement
derived from the scale and the value of engagement reported by the team engagement
grid will have similar patterns of correlations with related variables.
First, and following previous research it is expected that engagement, both
individual and team level, correlates positively with performance and with individuals’
satisfaction. Being a positive state of well-being, worked engaged employees will also
tend to report a tendency for feeling positive emotions.
Adaptive performance (Pulakos et al., 2000) is a multidimensional construct defined by
the capacity for creative problem solving, dealing with uncertain and unpredictable work
situations, learning new tasks, technologies and procedures, interpersonal, cultural and
physical adaptability. Since adapting to new situations requires a certain degree of change
(that requires cognitive, physical, emotional and interpersonal resources), when the levels of
energy are high, adapting might be facilitated. Moreover, the more individuals identify with
their work and are involved in it, the more likely they are to invest in changing their
behavior or attitudes, if required by their job. Therefore, adaptive performance and work
engagement are likely to be positively related, both at the individual and team levels.
Team cohesion is the “tendency for a group to stick together and remain united in
the pursuit of its instrumental objectives and/or for the satisfaction of members’
affective needs” (Carron et al., 1998, p. 213). Specifically at the team level, team cohesion
may be related to the teams’ level of engagement: the more team members want to stay
together and work for the satisfaction of their members’ needs, the more they are likely
to be involved in their teams tasks and invest energy while working:
H2a. The overall UWES score and the engagement grid score (i.e. interaction between
energy and identification) have equivalent positive relationships with performance,
individual satisfaction, positive emotions and individual adaptive performance:
H2b. The overall TWE scale score and the team engagement grid score (interaction
between team energy and team identification) have equivalent positive
relationships with performance, positive emotions, team adaptive performance
and team cohesion, analyzed at the team level.
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Method
Participants and procedure
Data on individual and team-level work engagement was collected from two different
samples, in order to avoid common method biases (Podsakoff et al., 2003). Both samples
were similar in terms of demographic characteristics and on the tasks they were
performing. Participants were competing in the “Global Management Challenge®”
(GMC®), a management simulation provided by a company specialized in developing
management simulations. During a five-week period, participants must manage a
virtual company. They all start with the same stock market share value and will have
to make five strategic and management major decisions throughout the competition,
each one comprising 66 micro decisions in issues such as prices of products, marketing
channels, production volume, human resources practices. Each week, the teams receive
an individual report with the consequences of their decisions, both in terms of stock
market share value and relative position considering all teams. For the present study,
data were collected in the 2011 (individual work engagement) and 2012 (TWE) editions
through electronic questionnaires, sent to all team members individually, immediately
after the submission of the decisions and before receiving feedback. In 2011, data were
collected in week 3, on individual-level variables (in this sample, we did not collect data
on cohesion, as it is, by definition, a team-variable only); in 2012, data were collected
both in weeks 3 and 5. Since TWE is a team construct, teams might need some more
time for it to emerge within them. The sample from 2011 consisted of 764 individuals
organized in 167 teams (average team size ¼ 4.7 members; SD ¼ 0.60). Teams were
composed either by graduate and undergraduate students (39.5 percent), full-time
workers (43.7 percent) or by a mix of students and workers (16.8 percent); 67.8 percent
of participants were men and 27.5 percent were over 33 years. In this sample,
40.8 percent of workers had a university degree. The sample from 2012 consisted of
428 individuals organized in 96 teams (average team size ¼ 4.6 members; SD ¼ 0.61).
Individuals were mostly over 33-years old (32.5 percent) or and between 18 and 21
(28.7 percent), and only 10 percent of workers did not have a university degree. Teams
were composed either by graduate and undergraduate students (46 percent), full-time
workers (50.5 percent) or by a mix of students and workers (3.5 percent); 64.6 percent of
participants were men.
Measures
Individual work engagement was measured by UWES (Schaufeli et al., 2002). Example of
items are “I feel bursting with energy when I am working”; “I feel strong and vigorous
when I am working”; “I get carried away when I am working” (1 ¼ never to 7 ¼ always).
TWE was measured by TWES (Costa et al., 2014a). Example of items are “At our
work, we feel bursting with energy”; “At our work, we feel strong and vigorous”;
“We get carried away when we are working”) (1 ¼ never to 7 ¼ always).
Energy and involvement were measured using the work engagement grid. For data
analysis purposes, each point on the grid was transformed in order to code each dimension
separately (energy and involvement), each in an eight-point scale. Later, the interaction
between the two dimensions was computed. Therefore, for each individual answer, we had
three values: a value for energy, a value for involvement and the interaction value. At the
individual level, the sentences in each corner of the grid were referring to individuals
(e.g. “I do not feel energetic when I am working but I am enthusiastic about my work”)
whereas at the team level they referred to the collective (e.g. “We do not feel energetic when
we are working but we are enthusiastic about our work”).
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In order to address H2a and H2b, we collected data on other variables. In the sample
from 2011 (individual work engagement), we collected data on individual adaptive
performance, positive emotions, satisfaction and objective performance. In the 2012
(TWE) sample, we collected data on team adaptive performance, positive emotions,
team cohesion and objective performance. With this sample, for addressing H2, all
variables were aggregated to the team level of analysis.
Objective performance was assessed at the end of the competition, whereas the
other variables were assessed at the same time as work engagement. It was
operationalized using each team’s share price at the end of the competition. We
recoded the share price through the percentile values, by asking for cut points for
eight equal groups. Therefore, each team’s performance was coded in a scale of 1-8,
depending on their percentile. The lowest share prices correspond to lower values and
the highest share prices correspond to higher values. This measure was discussed
and constructed on the basis of recommendations of the developers of the Global
Management Challenge®.
Individual adaptive performance was measured with 15 items derived from Pulakos
et al. (2000) adaptive performance dimensions. Items were adapted based on
the definitions being provided by the authors to describe each dimension of
adaptive performance efficacy (e.g. “During this competition, I had to solve problems
for which there were no easy or straightforward answers”) (1 ¼ I totally disagree to
7 ¼ I totally agree).
Satisfaction was measured using eight items developed for this competition.
Individuals were asked to evaluate their degree of satisfaction with several aspects of
their work (e.g. work team, their decisions, their strategy, the team leader
(1 ¼ extremely dissatisfied to 7 ¼ extremely satisfied).
Positive emotions were measured using two different scales, one in each sample.
In sample 1, they were measured using five items from PANAS (Watson et al., 1988):
enthusiastic, active, interested, inspired and attentive (1 ¼ I totally disagree to 7 ¼ I
totally agree). In sample 2, we used five items derived from the job-related affective
well-being scale (Van Katwyk et al., 2000): enthusiastic, satisfied, proud, calm and at
ease (1 ¼ I totally disagree to 7 ¼ I totally agree).
Team adaptation was measured with ten items derived from Pulakos et al. (2000).
Example of items is “My team is effective in learning new ways of analyzing the
relevant information to make decisions”) (1 ¼ I totally disagree to 7 ¼ I totally agree).
Team cohesion was measured with five items from Careless and DePaola (2000).
Example of the items is “Our team likes to hang out after we are working in the
competition.” (1 ¼ I totally disagree to 7 ¼ I totally agree).
Results
Individual work engagement
Table I presents the means, standard deviations and correlations between the variables
measured with sample 1.
Our approach to test H1 was as follows: we converted the three values obtained
from the grid (involvement, energy and the interaction between the two) in
standardized values (z-values) and regressed them on the values obtained with the
work engagement scale. First, we regressed the values from the two axes and then we
entered the interaction into the model. The results of this regression analysis tell us
whether the individuals’ answers to the UWES scale can be predicted by their
responses to the engagement grid.
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TWE
Prior to any analysis, data were aggregated to the team level in order to guarantee we
were actually in the presence of collective constructs, following Chan’s (1998) rationale

Mean

SD

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1. Work engagement
5.39 1.06 (0.97)
2. Involvement
5.86 1.88 0.31**
3. Energy
6.17 1.82 0.25** 0.73**
4. Involvement×Energy 38.95 17.41 0.37** 0.93** 0.88**
Table I.
5. Individual adaptation 5.49 0.84 0.59** 0.20** 0.21** 0.27** (0.98)
Means, standard
6. Positive emotions
5.41 1.15 0.79** 0.32** 0.26** 0.37** 0.56** (0.95)
deviations and
8. Satisfaction
5.9
0.96 0.59** 0.18* 0.18** 0.25** 0.62** 0.58** 0.62** (0.97)
correlations between
9. Performance
5.29 2.13 0.13** 0.16
0.00
0.021 0.10* 0.12** 0.18** 0.19**
all variables in
Notes: Cronbach’s α for each scale between brackets. **p o0.01; *p o0.05
sample 1

8
7
Work Engagement
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When considered individually, only the involvement axis significantly predicts
work engagement (B ¼ 0.27; p o 0.001). When the interaction was entered in the model,
both axis became significant (B ¼ 0.34; p o 0.001 for involvement and B ¼ 0.38,
p o 0.001 for energy). The interaction, depicted in Figure 3, is also significant ( B ¼ 0.35;
p o 0.001). Therefore, high-work engagement, as measured by the UWES, corresponds
to a high involvement with work, especially when there are also high levels of energy.
Therefore, H1a was supported.
We than addressed H2a, by inspecting the correlations of UWES, each dimension of
the grid considered separately and the interaction value with the chosen variables.
The correlations of those four values with individual adaptation, positive emotions
and satisfaction was significant and positive. The magnitude of the correlations for
UWES is approximately twice as large as the correlations with the interaction of the
two grid dimensions. In what performance is concerned, only the UWES shows a
significant correlation, and not the values obtained from the grid. H2a was, then, only
partially supported.

6
5

Figure 3.
Interaction between
the energy and
involvement axis
in predicting work
engagement, as
measured by
the UWES

4
3
2

Low Involvement
High Involvement

1
Low Energy

High Energy
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Table II.
Means, standard
deviations and
aggregation indexes
between the
variables in sample
2, in times 3 and 5

on composition models (a comprehensive review of these models is beyond the scope of
this paper and the reader is referred to the original paper). Table II presents the means,
standard deviations, rwg( j)’s, ICC(1), ICC(2) values for all the variables, both in times
3 and 5.
At time 3, some aggregation indices for the grid dimensions (i.e. ICC(1)Energy ¼ 0.03;
ICC(1)Involvement ¼ 0.05), for the interaction of both (ICC(1)A×B ¼ 0.05; rwg( j)A×B ¼ 0.68),
and for cohesion (ICC(1) ¼ 0.25) were not within the acceptable values of above 0.70 for
rwg( j) ( James et al., 1984) and within 0.05 and 0.20 for ICC(1) (DeShon et al., 2004).
This may suggest that, after only three weeks of the competition, teams had not yet
developed a common perception of these issues. Therefore, and considering that team
constructs depend on the agreement between team members and that this agreement
has to be statistically justified prior to any other analysis, only the results from time
5 were considered.
We followed the same procedure used with sample 1 to test H1b. When only the
dimensions were entered in the model, the regression of TWE on each one of them
was significant (B ¼ 0.15; p o 0.05 for involvement and B ¼ 0.59; p o 0.001 for
energy). When the interaction was entered in the model, a similar result was found
for each dimension (B ¼ 0.17, p ¼ 0.044 for involvement and B ¼ 0.58, p ¼ 0.000 for
energy). The interaction was not significant ( p ¼ 0.64) when controlling for the
two dimensions and also if considered alone (B ¼ 0.03, p ¼ 0.59). Therefore, H1b was
not supported. At the team level, work engagement is defined essentially by high
levels of energy: the individuals’ answers to the TWES scale are predicted only by
their answers to the energy dimension of the engagement grid, and not to the
involvement dimension.
In Table III, we present the correlations between all of the variables in time 5, used to
test H2b. The TWES score correlated positively and significantly with all variables,
with the exception of objective performance. The involvement dimension only
positively and significantly correlated with one variable (team adaptation). The energy
dimension positively and significantly correlated with all the variables, excluding team

Mean

SD

rwg(j)

ICC(1)

ICC(2)

Time 3
TWE
Involvement
Energy
Involvement×Energy
Team adaptation
Positive emotions
Cohesion

5.51
6.54
6.49
42.91
5.63
5.03
5.30

0.72
0.87
0.84
9.26
0.64
0.71
0.94

0.84
0.81
0.77
0.68
0.86
0.83
0.82

0.11
0.05
0.03
0.05
0.10
0.09
0.25

0.35
0.21
0.13
0.20
0.32
0.31
0.60

Time 5
TWE
Involvement
Energy
Involvement×Energy
Team adaptation
Positive emotions
Cohesion
Performance

5.48
6.67
5.70
38.6
5.74
5.09
5.35
5.29

0.82
1.00
0.90
9.85
0.65
0.77
0.92
2.14

0.83
0.87
0.80
0.75
0.88
0.85
0.76
–

0.13
0.10
0.12
0.13
0.17
0.09
0.11
–

0.42
0.32
0.38
0.20
0.48
0.34
0.36
–
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1

2

3

1. TWE
(0.97)
2. Involvement
0.28**
–
0.58**
3. Energy
0.48**
–
0.54**
4. Involvement×Energy
0.80**
0.90**
0.68**
5. Team adaptation
0.29*
0.50**
6. Positive emotions
0.80**
0.22
0.46**
7. Cohesion
0.51**
0.23
0.22
8. Performance
0.16
0.17
0.37**
Notes: Cronbach’s α for each scale between brackets. The
**p o0.01; *p o0.05

4

5

–
0.46**
(0.97)
0.44**
0.42**
0.25*
0.43**
0.32**
0.27**
values are aggregated

6

7
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(0.87)
0.41**
(0.70)
Table III.
1.0
0.01 Correlations between
to the team level.
the variables in
sample 2, in time 5

cohesion. Only the interaction between the two dimensions correlated positively and
significantly with all variables. H2b was, then, partially supported.
Discussion
This study tested whether the dimensions of energy and involvement predict work
engagement, both at the individual and at the team levels, using two distinct but
equivalent samples of a total of 1,192 individuals. The present work contributes to the
understanding of work engagement at different levels of analysis, as well as to
the distinction between the individual and team-level construct, considering its structure.
Indeed, we had already different theoretical models for understanding work engagement
at the individual (e.g. Demerouti et al., 2001) and team (e.g. Costa et al., 2014b) levels,
which implied different specific predictors for each. We also had empirical work
focussing on the structural part of the construct that had failed to confirm the three-factor
structure at the team level (Costa et al., 2014a). This work provides a possible framework
for understanding the structural differences between levels, suggesting that individual
and team-level work engagement differ in the predominance of one or two core
dimensions: energy and involvement. The results support the claim that both dimensions
predict individual work engagement. At the team level, engagement seems to be
essentially defined by the existence of high levels of energy.
Our findings have theoretical, empirical and practical implications.
Theoretical implications
At the individual-level engagement is predicted by the interaction of energy and
involvement, which is in line with the theoretical proposal of Bakker et al. (2011). It is
possible that, as suggested by the authors, absorption may be a consequence of energy
and identification and not a core dimension of the construct. Moreover, involvement
seems to be the “baseline” necessary for individual engagement: when involvement is
low, the level of energy does not influence individual engagement. When the involvement
is high, the existence of high levels of energy will result in engaged employees.
The individual engagement grid correlates positively with individual adaptive
performance, satisfaction and positive emotions. However, the magnitude of the
correlations between the grid and these variables is smaller than the magnitude of the
correlation of the UWES and the same variables and the engagement grid failed to
show significant correlations with performance. Therefore, at the individual level, even
if work engagement can be predicted by a combination of high energy and high
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involvement, these two dimensions, per se, do not account for explaining its positive
relation with performance. Nonetheless, one possible limitation of this study that is
related to this finding is the use of a team-level index of performance (the team’s stock
market share price in the competition). The grid may be more sensitive to these levelissues than the nine-item scale. Future research is needed to understand whether using
the individual-level performance as an outcome yields a different result. Other possible
explanation implies going back to the absorption construct. At the individual level,
absorption may be relevant for understanding performance, whether it is
conceptualized as an outcome of engagement or as one of its core dimensions: when
I am working alone, the concentration in what I am doing may be a crucial factor for
success, and not just my energy and dedication. We incite researchers to
explore whether absorption does indeed have this mediation role between
engagement and performance.
The fact that TWE is essentially predicted by the shared perceptions of energy
reflects the definition of TWE as an emergent state. According to Marks et al. (2001),
emergent states are properties of the team, typically dynamic in nature, that describe
cognitive, motivational and affective states of teams and that vary as a function of team
context, inputs, processes and outcomes. They come to existence during and because of
the interaction between team members. When people work together, they are likely to
base their judgments on the cognitive, affective and motivational states of their team on
observable cues and behaviors. The dimension of energy is subject to have more
observable demonstrations (e.g. more gesturing, rapid pace of speech, higher tone of
voice, etc.) than the dimension of involvement. Even though both individual and team
engagement are functionally equivalent in leveraging performance and promoting
work-related well-being, they may have a different structure across levels. At the
higher (team) level, engagement may structurally be a more one-dimensional construct
reflecting a common global evaluation of the team.
Similarly to what happens at the individual level, at the team level the magnitude of
the correlations between the grid and other variables is smaller than the magnitude
between the nine-item scales and the same variables. However, in what performance is
concerned, we observe an inverse pattern than the one found at the individual level: it is
the grid, and not the scale, that has significant correlations with objective team
performance. This result may occur because the TWE scale used was extremely close to
the individual level one, with only the referent shift (Chan, 1998). It is possible that the
scale does not entirely reflect the construct of team work, engagement, since energy/vigor
may be its central component. Again, further studies are needed to address this issue.
Practical implications
The original UWES scale is widely used to measure engagement. While being a solid
and broadly validated instrument, in some occasions, it may be better to use a very
brief measure of work engagement, for example, in studies with a longitudinal,
repeated measures design in which participants need to fill out the items several times.
These studies involve the risk of participants dropping out if scales are too long,
because they get bored or have time constraints. Also, and since most measures used in
the field of organizational psychology involve these types of scales, researchers may be
prone to common method biases (Podsakoff et al., 2003). Indeed, when presented with
many items to answer to, individuals may engage in automatic cognitive processing.
For example, the respondents may have the tendency to agree or disagree with
questionnaire items regardless of content (the acquiescence bias, Winkler et al., 1982)
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that may result in inaccurate responses. Even when scales have reverse-coded items,
individuals may not attend to the positive or negative wording of those items, which
can result in an artificial “second factor” of the scale (Schmitt and Stults, 1986).
Based on the results of this study, future research using this alternative measure of
work engagement can be pursued, acknowledging that it does not represent the whole
construct and can be considered more as a proxy.
Following the results of the present study about the dimensions of engagement the
individual and team levels, some guidelines for managers can be considered, depending
on whether their employees tend to work primarily individually or within work teams.
In order to guarantee a high level of engagement, we incite team leaders and
managers to guarantee employees’ involvement especially when they are working
individually: for example, by providing meaningful tasks, clearly stating the
organization’s vision or highlighting the purpose of work. However, when teams are the
work unit, the displays of energetic behaviors ought to be fostered in order to boost
collective engagement. This can be done, for example, by defining emotional display
rules focussed on energetic demonstrations or by modeling behaviors from the leader
or key elements.
Limitations and future research
The present study also has some limitations. Both of our samples were from a
simulation situation and therefore generalizations of the results must be done with
caution and a subsequent study with a “real life” sample is called upon. Another
limitation may be having only team, and not individual performance as the outcome,
which may have compromised the findings for the individual work engagement grid.
It would be interesting for future research to focus on the specific predictive power of
each dimension considering different variables and distinct tasks. May be involvement is
more relevant for engagement in highly cognitive tasks – reports writing, calculations,
usually done individually – whereas energy is fundamental for the engagement in idea
generation, creative tasks, managing others, etc. Future research should also focus on the
integration of this new measure of engagement with the theoretical framework of work
engagement – the job demands-resources model (Bakker and Demerouti, 2007) – and of
TWE. Again, there may be specific resources, demands and other variables that are more
related either to the energy or the involvement dimensions.
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